Abstract-In this paper, we study the problem of computing the supported QoS from a source to a destination with multiple additive constraints. The problem has been shown to be NP-complete and many approximation algorithms have been developed. We propose a new approximation algorithm called multi-dimensional relaxation algorithm. We formally prove that our algorithm produces smaller approximation error than the existing algorithms. We further verify the performance by extensive simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precomputing the supported QoS from a source to a destination has several merits. Based on the precomputation of the supported QoS, the source can immediately respond an incoming connection request and find a feasible path for it. Moreover, precomputation can be carried out when the network element is idle or underutilized, so that the network resources can be effectively utilized [8] . Besides, precomputation facilitates scalability. In the Internet, nodes are grouped into multiple domains. Each border node in a domain must advertise the QoS of routing across its own domain to the border nodes in other domains. Therefore, each border node needs to precompute the supported QoS from itself to the other border nodes in the same domain [5] .
In a traditional routing protocol, for each destination, a node keeps only one path, or the next hop, and this path is the "best" path among all possible routes. However, when there are more than one constraint, "best" is not well-defined. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , each link is associated with two additive metrics (ω 1 , ω 2 ), where ω 1 is the first metric and ω 2 is the second metric. There are totally six paths from A to G. Since the metrics of each link are additive, each metric of a path is the sum of the metric of each link on this path. Suppose the QoS parameters of paths p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 in a certain network are (7, 5) , (7, 9) and (4, 7), respectively. We can say that p 1 is better than p 2 because p 1 is better in both metrics. We call p 2 is dominated by p 1 . However, neither p 1 is dominated by p 3 nor p 1 dominates p 3 as p 1 is better in terms of metric ω 1 while p 3 is better in terms of metric ω 2 . If there is no path that can dominate p 1 , we call p 1 a non-dominated path. Different non-dominated paths define different supported QoSes. For example, given a request with the QoS requirements (4, 8) , p 3 is feasible but p 1 is not. On the other hand, p 1 can support the request with the QoS requirements (7, 5) but p 3 cannot. In order to select a path for any incoming request, a node has to maintain all the non-dominated paths from itself to a certain destination. In other words, the supported QoS is defined by all the non-dominated paths. One exhaustive method to compute the supported QoS is to find the QoS parameters of all the paths, and then select the non-dominated paths. However, the time complexity of this method is exponential to the number of the nodes in the network.
There have been many works on QoS routing with multiple additive constraints [10] . Most of the existing works study the problem of finding a feasible path for a given request with the QoS requirements. Such works cannot be applied for precomputing the supported QoS. Several heuristic methods [3] , [4] , [13] were proposed for precomputing the supported QoS between any two nodes. In [4] , [13] , the problem with two additive constraints was considered. The problem with multiple additive constraints was studied in [3] . Unfortunately, the heuristic methods cannot provide any performance guarantee. In [8] , [11] , the approximation algorithms were proposed for the problem. Both apply in essence the same approximation method, which is interval partition [9] . The only difference is that the algorithm in [8] applies logarithmic sampling, while that in [11] applies uniform sampling. In [5] , the performance of these two different sampling methods for computing the supported QoS with two additive constraints was studied. A new approximation algorithm, known as the two-dimensional sampling mechanism, was proposed. The two-dimensional sampling mechanism can use either uniform sampling or logarithmic sampling. We show, in this paper, that the twodimensional sampling scheme can be extended to a multidimensional sampling method for computing the supported QoS with multiple additive constraints. Unfortunately, the performance enhancement of the multi-dimensional sampling method over one-dimensional sampling decreases as the number of constraints increases. Accordingly, in this paper, we propose a new approach, called multi-dimensional relaxation, which improves the accuracy of the approximation algorithm further. We investigate the performance of the proposed approach by extensive simulations.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section formulates the general model addressed in this paper. A network is modeled as a directed graph G(V, E). V is the set of nodes and E is the set of directed links among the nodes in V. s ∈ V is a source and
where v i , v j ∈ V, is associated with K independent weights, where K ≥ 2. ω k (e) > 0 is the k th weight for link e. ω(e) = (ω 1 (e), ω 2 (e), . . . , ω K (e)) is the weight vector for link e, and is also called the QoS parameter for link e. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , link e = (A, B) is associated with two weights such that ω 1 (e) = 3, ω 2 (e) = 2, and ω(e) = (3, 2). Let p be a path in G. The k th weight of p, denoted as ω k (p), is the sum of the k th weight for all links along p.
is the weight vector for path p. Given the path p = {A, B, E, G} in Fig. 1(a) , we have ω 1 (p) = 8, ω 2 (p) = 4, and hence ω(p) = (8, 4) . In the previous section, we mentioned that the supported QoS from s to d is defined by all the non-dominated paths from s to d. We call the QoS parameters of the non-dominated paths the representative vectors.
Each request is associated with K constraints. We denote the requirement on the j th constraint as c j . That is, a request is represented as (c 1 , c 2 
where p is the path with the minimum ω i (p) among all the paths from s to d that satisfy the request. For example, let each link e in the network be associated with the QoS parameter pair (ω 1 (e), ω 2 (e), ω 3 (e)). Suppose the constraints are delay, cost, and hop count, respectively. If we plot this function on the ω 1 − ω 2 plane, the function is defined by a staircase, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . This staircase is defined by four points, which actually are all the representative vectors. The shaded area defines the feasible region. All the requests falling in this region can be supported by at least one path from A to G. We can see that the shaded area is actually defined by the staircase or the representative vectors. Therefore, computing the supported QoS is actually to compute the i th minimum weight function W opt,i s,d (•) for any given i = 1, . . . , K, or to find the QoS parameters of all the non-dominated paths from s to d. Note that for different i and j, W opt,i (•) and W opt,j (•) define the same supported QoS, since they are defined by the same representative vectors [14] . It has been proved that the problem of precomputing the supported QoS is NP-Complete. In the following section, we will discuss how to compute the approximated i th weight function W 
III. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

A. Algorithm for links with integral weights
Without loss of generality, we are going to discuss how to compute W 1 s,d (•). We first assume that the weights of each link are integers. The algorithm of computing the function is as follows.
(1) To compute W d) ) for all j = 2, . . . , K. In step n, we update the entries on each row u that can be n hops away from d. After |V| − 1 steps, the algorithm terminates since no path can have more than |V| − 1 hops. It is worth noting that as the link weights are integers and we iterate each possible link weight, the algorithm gives the precise QoS information. 
B. The existing approximation algorithms
When link weights are not integers, we can sample the j th weight values in the range (0, UB] for all j = 2, . . . , K. For example, if we use uniform sampling [5] , the sampling sequence is S = {0, δ, 2δ, . . . , mδ, UB}, where δ is called the sampling parameter and m = max{tδ < UB|t ∈ Z + }. If we use logarithmic sampling [5] , the sampling sequence is
The process of estimating the minimum weight function is similar to (1). The only difference is that c k in (1) should be chosen from the sampling sequence, where k = 2, . . . , K. As we can only estimate the actual supported QoS by sampling, the source may not find a feasible path for a request, even when such a feasible path does exist. However, the QoS metric estimated by (1) must be an overestimation of the real one of a certain path in the network. That is, ω i (p) must not be greater than the estimated one computed by (1) for all possible i and p. Due to space limitation, we refer readers to [14] Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) . Similarly, Fig. 2(c) If the approximation algorithm just estimates the 1 st minimum weight function, we call it the one-dimensional sampling algorithm, which is the algorithm in [11] . In [5] , the authors consider two additive constraints and proposed a new approach called the two-dimensional sampling mechanism. It has been shown that the two-dimensional sampling mechanism produces smaller approximation error than one-dimensional sampling. The two-dimensional sampling mechanism can be easily extended to consider more than two additive constraints. Due to space limitation, we just give the overview of the multi-dimensional sampling mechanism as follows. Interested readers can refer to [14] for details.
In each step, each node u computes W Fig. 2(d) illustrates the supported QoS estimated by the multidimensional sampling mechanism, which is defined by the union of RP 1 and RP 2 . We now analyze the computational complexity of onedimensional sampling and multi-dimensional sampling. Denote n as the number of samples in the sample sequence S, where n = O( UB δ ) by using uniform sampling. As mentioned in Section III-A, there are totally n K−1 entries in the routing table of each node. Therefore, in each step for each node computing the supported QoS from itself to a destination, the computational overhead of one-dimensional sampling is O(n K−1 ), and the computational complexity of multi-dimensional sampling is O(Kn K−1 ). We can see that by setting the same sampling parameter for both one-dimensional sampling and multi-dimensional sampling, the additional overhead incurred by multi-dimensional sampling increases exponentially with the number of weights. This implies that the performance enhancement of multi-dimensional sampling over one-dimensional sampling decreases as the number of constraints increases. Our simulation results also reflect this phenomenon if we restrict the overhead by employing a larger sampling parameter for multi-dimensional sampling, multi-dimensional sampling cannot perform better than onedimensional sampling. Accordingly, we introduce a new approach to improve the performance of the approximation algorithm.
C. The proposed algorithm
In this subsection, we discuss the proposed approach, known as the multi-dimensional relaxation mechanism. We first introduce the following lemma. (c 2 , . . . , c K ) 
s,d defines the estimated supported QoS. For example, for approximating the supported QoS illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , our approach first computes RP 1 and RP 2 as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) , respectively. There are five representative vectors in RP 1 . We compute W 2 (c 1 ), where c 1 ∈ {1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2}. We thus obtain the supported QoS defined by RP 1,e , which is illustrated in Fig. 2(e) . Similarly, we also obtain the supported QoS defined by RP 2,e , which is illustrated in Fig. 2(f) . Combining RP 1,e and RP 2,e , the supported QoS estimated by our approach is the same as the real supported QoS in Fig. 2(a) .
, it must be the real QoS parameter of a certain path p s,d from s to d.
Proof: We first show that w i must be the i th weight of a certain path, say p i , in the network for all i = 1, . . . , K. We prove by induction.
As the basic step, all nodes which are one hop away from d compute the supported QoS from themselves to d. By (1) (c 1 , . . . , c i−1 , c i+1 , . . . , c K ) . If c i < ∞, it must be the i th weight of a path satisfying the request  (c 1 , . . . , c i−1 , ∞, c i+1 , . . . , c K ) . ω 1 (p s,d ) . Therefore, w 1 = ω 1 (p s,d ) . With a similar deduction, we can prove that w i = ω i (p s,d ) for all i = 1, . . . , K.
Theorem 1 says that our multi-dimensional relaxation algorithm can find the real QoS of some (but not all) paths. Since existing algorithms cannot guarantee this feature, we can conclude that our approach achieves a better estimation. Note that Theorem 1 does not mean that each vector in RP s,d must be the QoS parameter of a non-dominated path. It is possible that a vector in RP s,d corresponds to a dominated path. A node may not be able to find all the non-dominated paths from itself to a destination. We would like to use the simulation experiments to further evaluate the performance of our algorithm.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present our simulation results and compare our algorithm, MMAA (multi-dimensional relaxation multi-dimensional sampling approximation algorithm), with SSAA (single-dimensional relaxation single-dimensional sampling approximation algorithm) in [11] , and SMAA (singledimensional relaxation multi-dimensional sampling approximation algorithm).
A. Simulation testbed
We evaluate the performance of the algorithms by using a self-written C++ network simulator. The network topology is generated based on Waxman model by using the BRITE software [6] . We evaluate the performance of the algorithms in asymmetric networks. We generated the networks with 50 and 100 nodes. Each link in the networks is associated with three metrics in order to evaluate the impact of the number of the QoS constraints on the performance of the algorithms. The QoS metrics of each link, which are real numbers, are independently and uniformly distributed within [1, 100] . In each graph, we randomly select a node as the destination, and compute the supported QoS from each node to the destination. In each experiment, we simulated ten network instances.
B. Performance metrics
Define the region C = (0, C i ] × . . . × (0, C K ] as the request space. All the request requirements fall in C. For each real representative vector (w 1 , . . . , w K ), the supported feasible region is [w 1 ,
The feasible region is thus composed by multiple hypercubes, and the total volume of these hypercubes, defined as
, represents the size of the feasible region. Therefore, we use the sum of the volumes of these hypercubes to represent the size of the feasible region.
We use the exhaustive method to find the real representative vector set from s to d. We set C i to be the maximum i th weight value among all the real representative vectors, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , K. Denote the volume of the optimal feasible region spanned by the set of the representative vectors as V r and the volume of the approximated feasible region computed by the approximation algorithm as V a . We compute the regiondeviation ratio, which is defined as
Vr−Va
Vr , to evaluate the accuracy performance of the algorithms.
We use the number of samples to evaluate the computational overhead of the algorithms. In our approach, for each vector in RP i , where i = 1, . . . , K, we need to do an additional K − 1 relaxations in order to obtain a more representative vector in RP i,e . Since the computational overhead induced by doing one relaxation for a vector is the same as that by computing the minimum i th weight for a given constraint tuple, we consider that each relaxation takes one sample. It is obvious that, by setting the same sampling parameter δ, the number of samples taken by our approach is the most, and that of one-dimensional sampling is the least.
C. Simulation results
As we know, the performance of the approximation algorithms depends on the sampling parameter δ. A smaller δ reduces the approximation error at the expense of increasing the computational overhead. In order to clearly represent the performance differences among MMAA, SSAA, and SMAA, we set different sampling parameters for them, so that both the computational overheads of SSAA and SMAA are higher than that of MMAA. In this case, if the approximation error of MMAA is the lowest, we can say that MMAA outperforms the existing algorithms. Since logarithmic sampling produces the same trends as uniform sampling [5] , we just show the simulation results by using logarithmic sampling. Fig. 3 just presents the simulation results in 100-node networks, and interested readers can refer to [14] the simulation results in 50-node networks. From Fig. 3 , where the x-coordinate denotes the sampling parameter for MMAA, both the approximation error and the computational overhead of MMAA are the lowest. Therefore, MMAA outperforms SMAA and SSAA. Interested readers can refer to [14] for other simulation results when two and four constraints are considered. We can also observe that, by comparing with onedimensional sampling, the performance enhancement of multidimensional sampling without multi-dimensional relaxation is small.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new approach, called multidimensional relaxation, to precompute the supported QoS between any two nodes. We have proved that our algorithm produces smaller approximation error than the existing algorithms. We consider flat networks in this paper. However, due to the scalability issue, networks are widely structured hierarchically, such as the Internet. How to compute the supported QoS between any two nodes in the hierarchical networks is still an unsolved problem.
